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VA_REF: HABF

SECURITY: CONFIDENTIAL

TO: AMEMBASSY SEOUL

FROM: AMEMBASSY WASHINGTON, D.C.

SUBJECT: KIM DAE JUNG RETURN: WHAT HAPPENED AT THE AIRPORT?

1. CONFIDENTIAL - ENTIRE TEXT.

2. THIS MESSAGE IS CLASSIFIED CONFIDENTIAL BECAUSE OF THE CONTROVERSIAL NATURE OF THE EVENTS DESCRIBED AND THEIR RELATIONSHIP TO SOURCES. WE, OF COURSE, LEAVE IT TO THE DEPARTMENT TO DETERMINE WHAT PORTIONS IT MAY CHOOSE TO RELEASE.

3. OVER THE PAST 2 WEEKS WE HAVE MADE STRENUEOUS EFFORTS TO OBTAIN AS MUCH DETAILED INFO AS POSSIBLE ON WHAT ACTUALLY HAPPENED AT KIMO AIRPORT FEBRUARY 8 AS KIM DAE JUNG RETURNED TO KOREA ESCORTED BY A GROUP OF 28 AMERICANS INCLUDING TWO CONGRESSMEN AND AN ADDITIONAL GROUP OF ABOUT 20 KOREAN AMERICANS AND ABOUT 30 MEDIA REPRESENTATIVES. WE HAVE NOW SPOKEN AT LENGTH TO BOTH CONGRESSMEN AND TO A NUMBER OF OTHER MEMBERS OF THE ENTourage; TO NEWSMEN WHO WERE PRESENT FOR PORTIONS OF THE EVENT; TO A NORTHWEST ORIENT OFFICIAL WHO, AS FAR AS WE CAN DETERMINE, WAS THE ONLY "UNINVOLVED" AMERICAN PRESENT IN THE AIRCRAFT EXIT RAMP AREA INSIDE THE TERMINAL; AND TWICE TO AN HONG KONG IMMIGRATION OFFICIAL WHO BOARDED NW 191 AND SPOKE TO KIM. WE HAVE SEEN A NUMBER OF COLLATERAL REPORTS WHICH DESCRIBE VARIOUS ASPECTS OF THE INCIDENT. WE HAVE ALSO VIEWED NUMERIOUS TV FILM CLIPS WHICH, WHILE INTERESTING, PROVIDE ONLY FRAGMENTARY SNAPSHOTS OF EVENTS WHICH LASTED...
AN HOUR AND 20 MINUTES, AND WHICH OCCURRED AT VARIOUS PLACES AND TIMES. WE PROVIDE BELOW AN ACCOUNT WHICH WE BELIEVE IS ABOUT AS ACCURATE AND DETAILED AS WE ARE LIKELY TO OBTAIN.

4. SEVERAL OBSERVATIONS:

- FIRST, BECAUSE OF KOREAN FAILURE TO ABIDE BY ITS COMMITMENTS (TO BRIEF THE AMERICAN ENTOURAGE ON THE AIRPLANE, AND TO ALLOW EMBASSY OFFICERS AT PLANESIDE) THERE WAS APPARENTLY NO SUBSTANTIVE COMMUNICATION IN ENGLISH BETWEEN ANY KOREAN OFFICIAL AND ANY AMERICAN IN THE ENTOURAGE. KIM DAE JUNG, HIS WIFE, AND TWO MEMBERS OF HIS STAFF WERE APPARENTLY THE ONLY PERSONS PRESENT WHO COULD SPEAK BOTH ENGLISH AND KOREAN, EXCEPT FOR THE KOREAN-AMERICANS ON THE PLANE AND WE ARE NOT AWARE OF ANY OF THEM ACTING AS INTERPRETERS FOR THE GROUP AT THE MOST CRITICAL JUNCTURES. (ONE OF THE IMMIGRATION OFFICIALS WHO BOARDED THE PLANE SPEAKS ENGLISH, BUT DID NOT COMMUNICATE WITH THE AMERICANS EXCEPT, HE SAYS, IN A BRIEF ENCOUNTER AT THE EXIT OF THE AIRCRAFT ITSELF.) HENCE KIM HIMSELF WAS APPARENTLY ABLE TO CONTROL WHAT THE AMERICANS IN THE ENTOURAGE PERCEIVED WAS PASSING BETWEEN KIM AND KOREAN OFFICIALS.

- SECOND, WE ARE CONFIDENT THAT WHAT CONGRESSMEN FEIGHAN AND FOCILIANI TOLD US, BOTH ABOUT WHAT ACTUALLY HAPPENED AND ABOUT THEIR UNDERSTANDINGS OF THE MOTIVATIONS OF THE AMERICAN ENTOURAGE, ARE ACCURATE ACCOUNTS FROM THEIR PERSPECTIVE. WHERE UNDERSTANDINGS DIFFER, THEY ARE IN CONSIDERABLE PART TO THE LAMENTABLE LANGUAGE GAP NOTED ABOVE, PLUS CULTURAL MISUNDERSTANDINGS REFERRED TO BELOW.

- THIRD, AMERICANS AND KOREANS PERCEIVE PHYSICAL CONTACT AND VIOLENCE FROM WIDELY DIFFERING CULTURAL PERSPECTIVES. THIS CONTRIBUES TO THE DRAMATICALLY DIFFERENT KOREAN AND AMERICAN DESCRIPTIONS OF THE SEVERAL OCCASIONS WHEN KOREAN SECURITY PERSONNEL APPLIED PHYSICAL FORCE TO THE AMERICAN GROUP.

- FOURTH, EMBOFF DID OBSERVE THE DENCEUMENT OF THE SEQUENCE OF EVENTS DESCRIBED IN THIS MESSAGE, AS FIRST NEWSMEN AND THEN AMERICANS IN THE ENTOURAGE WERE VIOLENTLY
MANHANDLED ONTO THE ESCALATOR LEADING DOWN TO THE CUSTOMS AND IMMIGRATION AREA. THERE IS NO QUESTION THAT POLICE BEHAVIOR AT THAT POINT, AFTER KDJ HAD BEEN SEPARATED FROM THE ENTOURAGE, WAS INEXCUSABLE. WE SIMPLEST CANNOT JUDGE THE DEGREE OF FORCE UTILIZED BY POLICE BEFORE THAT POINT.

- FIFTH, WE REGARD KIM'S OWN ACCOUNT WITH RESERVATIONS. HE IS A HIGHLY INTERESTED PARTY.

- SIXTH, WE MUST ALSO REGARD PUBLIC KOREAN VERSIONS WITH RESERVATIONS FOR THE SAME REASON. THE UNOFFICIAL KOREAN ACCOUNT WE RECEIVED FROM THE IMMIGRATION OFFICIAL IS LESS SUSPECT.

- SEVENTH, BECAUSE WE WERE DIRECT OBSERVERS OF ONLY A SMALL PORTION OF THESE EVENTS, AND BECAUSE WITNESSES WITH THE REST OF GOOD WILL ALMOST ALWAYS DISAGREE IN DESCRIBING EVENTS, ESPECIALLY IF AN ELEMENT OF SURPRISE AND/OR ALARM IS PRESENT, WE WILL NEVER FULLY RESOLVE ALL THE DISCREPANCIES.

- FINALLY, AND TO REPEAT, BECAUSE THERE ARE VAST CULTURAL DIFFERENCES AT PLAY HERE, TRUTH MAY HAVE MORE THAN ONE FACE.

4. WHERE THERE ARE SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN THE VARIOUS ACCOUNTS OF THESE EVENTS, THEY ARE IDENTIFIED IN THE SCENARIC BEGINNING AT PARA 6 BELOW.

5. WHILE THIS MESSAGE DOES NOT ADDRESS MOTIVES, AND HENCE DOES NOT DEAL DIRECTLY WITH THE DISPUTE OVER WHAT UNDERSTANDING HAD BEEN REACHED AND WITH WHOM BEFORE NW 191 TOUCHED DOWN AT KIMPO, IT IS RELEVANT TO POINT OUT THAT IN THE EMBASSY'S DEALINGS WITH KDJ ENTOURAGE ADVANCE PERSON MS. LEWIS THE ONLY SUBJECT DISCUSSED WAS WHAT THE AMERICANS IN KDJ'S ENTOURAGE WOULD DO AND HOW THEY WOULD BE TREATED. MS. LEWIS DID NOT PURPORT TO SPEAK FOR KDJ HIMSELF; NOR COULD EMBOFFS REPRESENT KDJ AND HIS WISHES OF HIS GOVERNMENT. NOR WOULD THE ROKG HAVE ACCEPTED AN EMBASSY ROLE OF THAT NATURE. EMBOFFS DID HOWEVER PLEAD HEPFATELY, WITH MS. LEWIS AND WITH KDJ ASSOCIATES IN SEOUL, THAT THEY DEAL DIRECTLY WITH THE AUTHORITIES. WE ALSO URGED THE AUTHORITIES TO DEAL DIRECTLY WITH KDJ, AND IT WAS OUR UNDERSTANDING THAT THE ROKG EMBASSY WHO WAS TO BOARD THE PLANE AT NAPITA WOULD ALSO EXPLAIN ARRIVAL PROCEDURES TO KDJ AS WELL AS TO THE AMERICAN ENTOURAGE AND TO THE PRESS. IN THE EVENT, THERE WAS NO MEANINGFUL COMMUNICATION. EMBOFFS ALSO RECOGNIZED THAT KDJ'S OWN WISHES AND INTENTIONS MIGHT WELL CONFLICT WITH THE UNDERSTANDINGS REACHED WITH HIS AMERICAN ESCORTS, AND HOW THIS WOULD PLAY OUT WAS A TROUBLESOME UNKNOWN TO THE EMBOFFS WHO WAITED NW 191 THAT MORNING.

6. THE FEB. 2 SCENARIOS: BEFORE NW 191 LANDS (ALL TIMES APPROXIMATE):

7:30 AIRPORT SECURITY CHIEF TELEPHONES RSO WAYNE
RCPAK TO ADVISE THAT A SPECIAL AIRPORT ACCESS PASS WOULD BE AVAILABLE FOR PICKUP AT THE SECURITY CHIEF'S OFFICE. THE PASS SUPPOSEDLY WOULD HAVE PROVIDED ACCESS TO THE AIRCRAFT UPON ARRIVAL AT KIMPO. (RSO RYCHAK'S TASK WAS TO FACILITATE AND ASSIST US SKYMARSHALLS ON THE PLANE FERING KDJ TO KOREA.)

2920 SECURITY SERVICE CONTACT CALLS E'BOFF AT THE EMBASSY TO SAY IT WOULD BE IMPOSSIBLE TO GAIN ACCESS TO PLANESIDE WITHOUT SPECIAL PASSES, WHICH E'MEoffs WOULD NOT BE GETTING.
0925 EMBOFF INITIATES INQUIRY TO MOFA TO CHECK OUT THIS NEW AND DISTURBING INFORMATION.

0940 EMBOFFS LEAVE FOR AIRPORT (ENGEL; QUINONES; RYCHAK; FPARDSLEY).

1015 MOFA REPORTS TO EMBOFF AT THE EMBASSY BY TELEPHONE THAT ORIGINAL PLANS FOR PLANESIDE ACCESS ARE STILL ON; THERE MUST HAVE BEEN A "GARBLE IN COMMUNICATION." THIS IS COMMUNICATED TO EMBOFFS EN ROUTE TO THE AIRPORT.

1015 EMBOFFS ARRIVE AT AIRPORT. THEY ARE INITIALLY DENIED ACCESS TO 3RD FLOOR VIP LOUNGE BY SECURITY PERSONNEL ON THE GROUND FLOOR. AFTER SEVERAL MINUTES OF DISCUSSION DURING WHICH EMBOFFS INSIST ON ROCK AGREEMENT FOR ACCESS, SECURITY PERSONNEL, AFTER CHECKING ON RADIO, RELENT AND EMBOFFS GO UP TO VIP LOUNGE. RSO RYCHAK SEPARATED FROM THE EMBOFFS AND MET WITH KIMPC SECURITY CHIEF. THE SECURITY CHIEF RELATED THAT A PASS WOULD NOT BE PROVIDED, BUT RATHER THE RSO WOULD BE ESCORTED TO THE PLANE IMMEDIATELY AFTER LANDING. DESPITE SUBSEQUENT ASSURANCES THAT PLANESIDE ACCESS WOULD BE AFFORDED, RYCHAK WAS DENIED ACCESS AND WAS ABLE TO OBSERVE VERY LITTLE.

1020 EMBOFFS ARRIVE AT VIP LOUNGE. THEY CHECK IMMEDIATELY WITH AIRPORT PROTOCOL OFFICERS WHO ASSURE EMBOFFS THAT THEY WILL BE ALLOWED ACCESS TO DEPLANING GATE. EMBOFFS ARE SHOWN INTO VIP ROOM. SEVERAL SUBSEQUENT INQUIRIES CONFIRM PRIOR ARRANGEMENTS.

1045 EMBOFFS OBSERVE UNIFORMED POLICE LOCK VIP LOUNGE DOORWAY USUALLY USED FOR GOING TO TERMINAL ARRIVAL GATES. AT THE SAME TIME, TWENTY TO THIRTY BEIGE-JACKETED SECURITY MEN BLOCK THE DOORWAY, STANDING SHOULDER-TO-SHOULDER AND FACING TOWARD THE VIP LOUNGE INTERIOR.

1050 INQUIRIES WITH AIRPORT PROTOCOL OFFICERS INDICATE PLANS ARE CHANGING. EMBOFFS DEMAND PLANESIDE ACCESS AS HAD BEEN AGREED.

1055 EMBOFF CALLS MOFA FROM VIP LOUNGE OFFICE AND ASKS NORTH AMERICA DIVISION DIRECTOR CHANG CHAE-YONG IF EMBOFFS ARE STILL TO BE GIVEN ACCESS TO THE ARRIVAL GATE. WHEN CHANG AT FIRST CONFIRMS THAT, EMBOFF ASKS WHO THEN WILL LEAD EMBOFFS THROUGH THE SECURITY MEN AT THE DOORWAY? CHANG SAYS THAT "ALL WOULD PROCEED "ACCORDING TO THE PRE-ARRANGED PLAN." EMBOFF ASKS, IF THIS IS SO, WHO WILL ENSURE EMBOFFS WILL BE PERMITTED TO PASS THROUGH THE WALL OF SECURITY MEN AT THE LOCKED VIP EXIT? CHANG THEN SAYS EMBOFFS SHOULD WAIT AND AT "THE APPROPRIATE TIME" WOULD BE TAKEN TO A PLACE WHERE THEY COULD GREET THE CONGRESSMEN. EMBOFF ASKS THE SPECIFIC LOCATION FOR THIS MEETING AND IS TOLD THAT IT WOULD BE AT THE BASE OF AN ESCALATOR INSIDE THE CUSTOMS CLEARANCE AREA, NOT AT THE ARRIVAL GATE. EMBOFF ASKS IF THIS IS NOT, IN FACT A CHANGE IN THE AGREEMENT? HE IS TOLD BY CHANG THAT IT IS ONLY AN "ADJUSTMENT NECESSITATED BY SECURITY CONSID-
EMBOFF ASKS WHOM AMONG THE KOREAN SECURITY MP'S WOULD IDENTIFY THE CONGRESSMEN? THIS SEEMS TO STUN CHANG. AND HE BEGINS TO APOLOGIZE FOR HIS AND MCFA'S LACK OF AUTHORITY TO GAIN US ACCESS TO THE ARRIVAL GATE. HE SAYS "WE ARE NO LONGER IN CONTROL OF THE SITUATION. SECURITY HAS TAKEN OVER THE ENTIRE AIRPORT. YOU WILL SIMPLY HAVE TO BE PATIENT AND COOPERATE WITH THE AUTHORITIES." EMBOFF POINTS OUT THAT A MAJOR INCIDENT WITH POTENTIALLY DAMAGING INTERNATIONAL REPERCUSSIONS APPEARS TO BE IN THE MAKING. EMBOFF REITERATES THAT HE MUST LEAD THE US CONGRESSMEN FROM THE ARRIVAL GATE, THROUGH THE VIP LOUNGE AND TO THEIR CAR. CHANG AGAIN
A POLYGIZEES AND ADVISES "PATIENCE." CHANG THEN SPOKE PRIEFLY WITH AN AIRPORT PROTOCOL OFFICER. WHEN THE CONVERSATION ENDED, THE PROTOCOL OFFICIAL INFORMS EMBOFF THAT HE WOULD BE LED TO A POINT WHERE IT WOULD BE POSSIBLE TO IDENTIFY THE CONGRESSMEN AND MOVE THEM TO THE VIP LOUNGE. (COMMENT: TO THOSE FAMILIAR WITH KOREA, THIS IS AN ALL-TOO FAMILIAR KOREAN SCENARIO: A KOREAN FURFAUCRAT WHO HAS ENTERED INTO A COMMITMENT WITH A FOREIGNER IS PRE-EMPTED BY SUPERIOR INSTRUCTIONS. HE FINDS IT SO DIFFICULT TO CONVRY THIS THAT HE PHRASICALCARES THAT CHANG CHANGES HIS STORY (TO THE TRUTH) IN MID-CONVERSATION—ADMITTING THE INADMISSIBLE—is A TRIBUTE TO HIS CONCERN ABOUT THE US RELATIONSHIP, ABOUT TO SUFFER A SEVERE JOLT.)

1100 NORTHWEST SEOUL MANAGER RICH INFORMS EMBOFF THAT SECURITY OFFICIALS ARE CHANGING PLANS QUICKLY AND PLANE-SIDE ACCESS WITHOUT SPECIAL PASS WILL NOT BE ALLOWED.

1110 EMBOFF RETURNS TO HIS COLLEAGUES FROM TELEPHONE CALL AND INFORMS THEM THAT THE PLAN HAS BEEN CHANGED AND MOFA IS NOT IN A POSITION TO DO ANYTHING.

1115 AN AIRPORT PROTOCOL OFFICER INDICATES THAT EMBOFF (QUINONES) SHOULD FOLLOW HIM, AND TELLS THE OTHER TWO EMBOFFS TO "STAY." EMBOFF IS LED FROM VIP LOUNGE AREA DOWN TO THE CUSTOMS CLEARANCE AREA. OTHER TWO REMAIN IN VIP AREA, BEING TOLD THAT THE CONGRESSMEN "WILL BE BROUGHT TO THEM." FROM THIS POINT, THEY RECEIVE NO INFORMATION ABOUT DEPLANING PLANS. THEY SUBSEQUENTLY TRY BUT ARE UNABLE TO GAIN ACCESS TO THE FIRST FLOOR CUSTOMS AREA. NORMAL DIPLOMATIC PASS PRIVILEGES ARE CANCELLED, AND AIRPORT OFFICERS CAN NOT HELP THEM.

1120 EMBOFF QUINONES, ACCOMPANIED BY AN AIRPORT PROTOCOL OFFICER, TAKES POSITION AT THE BOTTOM OF THE ESCALATOR ONE FLOOR PAST THE ARRIVAL GATE AND VIP LOUNGE AREA. EMBOFF IS REPEATEDLY INFORMED THAT ROKG SECURITY HAS TAKEN OVER THE ENTIRE AIRPORT AREA AND THAT NEITHER MOFA NOR THE AIRPORT AUTHORITY CAN GAIN EMBOFF ACCESS TO THE ARRIVAL GATE. THE IMMIGRATION AND CUSTOMS AREA IS EMPTY EXCEPT FOR UNIFORMED ROKG AIRPORT OFFICIALS AND UNIFORMED POLICE.

1130 THE SITUATION REMAINS QUIET EXCEPT FOR CHATTER ON THE RADIO HELD BY THE ACCOMPANYING PROTOCOL OFFICER, WHO INFORMS QUINONES THAT THE PLANE HAS LANDED.

1140 NW FLT 191 ARRIVES AT KIMPE TERMINAL.

7. AFTER NW 191 ARRIVES:

1140 IMMIGRATION AND CUSTOMS OFFICERS THAT NO PASSENGERS ARE TO DISEMBARK UNTIL PERMISSION IS GIVEN.

1141 (VERSION OF ROKG IMMIGRATION OFFICIAL WHO BOARDED THE PLANE AND DEALT WITH KDJ, AND WITH WHCM WE HAVE TWICE SPOKEN, CNCF WHILE HE WAS WITH A SUPERIOR AND CNCE
AT THE HOME OF AN EMBASSY OFFICIAL:

- Two immigration officials board NW 191 (along with NW Airlines airport manager who apparently plays no substantive role in the ensuing exchange). One identifies himself to KDJ, says he wishes to process KDJ through immigration. He asks for KDJ's passport and invites KDJ (presumably with his immediate Korean entourage) to disembark before the other passengers. KDJ says loudly "why are you here? confirm who you are!" KDJ uses a pejorative verb form. The senior immigration official gives his name, identifies himself as chief, entry
SECTION, KIMPO IMMIGRATION DIVISION. HE SAYS "PLEASE COME WITH US. WE ARE HERE TO HELP YOU." KDJ REFUSES TO YIELD HIS PASSPORT AND ASSERTS HE WISHES TO DEPLAN AS AN ORDINARY PASSENGER. "I DO NOT WANT TO GO WITH YOU!"

(COMMENT: WE HAVE NOW SEEN A TRANSLATION OF AN ARTICLE WRITTEN BY ONE OF THE TWO KDJ STAFFERS WHO WERE PRESENT AT KDJ'S SIDE THROUGHOUT THESE EVENTS, MR. SUNG. MR. SUNG WROTE THE ARTICLE FOR A KOREAN-LANGUAGE NEWSPAPER AFTER HE RETURNED TO THE US. MR. SUNG CONFIRMS THE ABUSIVE, INSULTING LANGUAGE KDJ EMPLOYED IN SPEAKING TO ROKG OFFICIALS ON THE AIRCRAFT AND SUBSEQUENTLY.)

1144 IMMIGRATION OFFICIALS REPAIR TO THE FRONT OF THE AIRCRAFT AND ORDER THE REGULAR PASSENGERS TO DEPLAN. 174 PASSENGERS DO, A PROCESS WHICH TAKES ABOUT 15 MINUTES.

1145 (FMECFF QUINONES VERSION):

1146 A VOICE ON THE RADIO ANNOUNCES "HIGHEST ALERT STATE." PROTOCOL OFFICER BEGINS APOLOGIZING TO QUINONES. SAYING THERE IS A CHANCE FOR A SERIOUS MISUNDERSTANDING BETWEEN THE CONGRESSMEN AND ROKG SECURITY.

1146 REGULAR PASSENGERS BEGIN DESCENDING THE ESCALATOR; SEVERAL TELL QUINONES THAT HE HAD BETTER GET UPSTAIRS SINCE THEIR ARE BETWEEN 200 AND 300 PLAINCLOTHES SECURITY MEN.

1147 JULIF MOON, A JOURNALIST WHO IDENTIFIES HERSELF AS WITH THE ENTourage, DESCENDS THE ESCALATOR AND INFORMS QUINONES THAT ALL IS QUIET AND ORDERLY AND THAT KDJ IS TO BE LET THROUGH Regular CUSTOMS.

1200 (ROKG IMMIGRATION OFFICIAL VERSION):

1200 AFTER THE REGULAR PASSENGERS DEPLAN, THE IMMIGRATION OFFICIALS ASK A FLIGHT ATTENDENT TO ANNOUNCE THAT ALL OTHER PASSENGERS SHOULD THEN GET OFF. ABOUT 30 PRESS LEAVE FIRST, CROWDING INTO THE EXIT RAMP.

1141 (KDJ VERSION)

1141 AN ROKG OFFICIAL APPROACHES KDJ ON THE PLANE AND ASKS HIM WHETHER HE WISHES TO BE TREATED AS A "NORMAL" KOREAN CITIZEN (I.E., GO THROUGH IMMIGRATION AND CUSTOMS NORMALLY) OR BE TAKEN THROUGH THE VIP AREA DIRECTLY TO HIS HOME; KDJ REPLIES HE WISHES TO BE TREATED AS A REGULAR PASSENGER. HE ALSO SAYS HE WISHES TO DEPLAN AFTER THE REGULAR PASSENGERS. THEN, AFTER ABOUT A 15 MINUTE WAIT (WHILE THE OTHER PASSENGERS GET OFF) KDJ WITH THE ENTIRE AMERICAN ESCORT MOVE TO THE PLANE EXIT AND INTO THE EXIT RAMP. THERE IS NO OTHER EXCHANGE WITH OFFICIALS. (THIS IS THE SAME VERSION AS GIVEN BY THE AMERICANS IN THE ENTourage.)
ENTER THE EXIT RAMP, THERE IS AN "ADVANCE PARTY" OF EIGHT: MR. AND MRS. KIM; TWO KIM STAFFERS; THE TWO CONGRESSMEN; AND MS. DERIAN AND MR. WHITE. THE REMAINDER OF THE FTOURAGE TRAIL BEHIND.

1200 (FMBCFF QUINONES VERSION): EMBCFF AT BOTTOM OF EICALATOR, REQUESTS THAT HE AND THE ACCOMPANYING PROTOCOL OFFICER BE ALLOWED TO GO UPSTAIRS. THE PROTOCOL OFFICER ASKS A SECURITY MAN AT THE TOP OF THE EICALATOR IF THIS IS POSSIBLE BUT ARE GIVEN A VERY FIRM NO.

1201 THE SOUND OF PUSHING, SHOVING, ANGRY VOICES IS
CLEARLY AUDIBLE. SEVERAL JOURNALISTS DESCEND THE ESCALATOR. SOME VOLUNTARILY, OTHERS WHILE BEING PUSHED BY ROKG SECURITY MEN.

1204 THE NOISE GROWS LOUDER. THERE ARE ANGRY SHOUTS IN BOTH KOREAN AND ENGLISH. THE PROTOCOL OFFICER TRIES TO USE HIS RADIO BUT WHEN HE GETS NO RESPONSE, HE GOES TO A NEARBY TELEPHONE TO SEEK PERMISSION FOR EMBOFF AND HIM TO GO UP THE ESCALATOR. HIS REPEATED EFFORTS ARE VISIBLE. EMBOFF SEES SEVERAL JOURNALISTS WITH VIDEO AND STILL CAMERAS BEING HIT REPEATEDLY IN THE HEAD AND SHOULDERS AND ROKG SECURITY SHOVING AND TRAGGING THEM ONTO THE ESCALATOR. MANY ARE YELLING, "HEY...TAKE IT EASY...OK O.K. I'M LEAVING, WATCH IT...WHAT DO YOU WANT....WHAT'S GOING ON?"

1204 (ROKG IMMIGRATION OFFICIAL VERSION):

1204 AS KDJ REACHES THE PLANE DOOR, AN AMERICAN MALE FROM THE DESCRIPTION WOULD APPEAR TO BE CONGRESSMAN ROGELIETTA, BUT COULD ALSO HAVE BEEN MR. WHITE) TAKES KDJ BY THE ARM AND AS HE SPOTS THE IMMIGRATION OFFICERS SAYS IN A LOUD VOICE "NO ONE LAY A HAND ON MR. KIM!" THE IMMIGRATION OFFICIAL SAYS IN ENGLISH "I AM A KOREAN IMMIGRATION OFFICIAL, DO NOT SPEAK TO ME LIKE THIS!" AT WHICH POINT THE AMERICAN PLACES HIS HAND ON THE OFFICIAL'S SHOULDER AND GIVES HIM A SHARP PUSH.

1204 (ALL ACCOUNTS AGREE):


1204 (IMMIGRATION OFFICIAL VERSION):

1204 MINIMUM FORCE IS EMPLOYED TO SEPARATE THE "ADVANCE PARTY" FROM THE REMAINDER. THE "ADVANCE PARTY" ARE NOT ACCOSTED IN ANY WAY WITHIN THE RAMP. THEY ARE ESCORTED OUT OF THE RAMP INTO THE TERMINAL BY THE TWO IMMIGRATION OFFICERS ONLY, WHO FOLLOW FROM THE PLANE DOORWAY. MINIMUM FORCE IS EMPLOYED TO CONFINE THE REMAINDER WITHIN THE EXIT RAMP. NO BEATS ARE STRUCK AT ANY TIME; SECURITY MEN KEEP THEIR HANDS CLASPED BEHIND THEM...S THEY ARE TRAINED TO DO, EMPLOYING ONLY THEIR FIST AS WEDGES. (COMMENT: THE CBS FILM WE HAVE SEEN, WHILE CONFUSING, NEVERTHELESS SHOWS SEVERAL SECURITY MEN WITH THE ADVANCE PARTY AND SOME SEVING. THERE IS NO VIOLENCE AGAINST THE ADVANCE PARTY WITHIN THE RAMP SHOWN ON THE CBS FILM. END COMMENT).

1204 (KDJ/TOURAGE VERSION):
1204 KDJ AND THE ENTOURAGE ARE "AMBUSHED" WITHIN THE RAMP BY EIGHT SECURITY MEN AND VIOLENTLY ASSAULTED. BLOWS ARE STRUCK. PERSONS ARE "PINNED AGAINST THE RAMP WALL FOR UP TO 15 MINUTES." BOTH ADVANCE PARTY AND THE TRAILING GROUP ARE PHYSICALLY ABUSED.

1207 (ALL ACCOUNTS AGREE):

1207 KDJ AND HIS ESCORT EXIT THE RAMP INTO THE AREA WITHIN THE TERMINAL DIRECTLY IN FRONT OF THE ELEVATOR DOWN TO THE VIP EXIT. A CIRCULAR "WALL" OF SECURITY MEN FORM AROUND HIM. IN THE PROCESS TWO AMERICANS FIND
THEMSELVES WITHIN THE "WALL" (CONGRESSMAN FGGLIETTA AND MR. WHITE). MS. DERRIAN AND CONGRESSMAN FEIGHAN ARE OUTSIDE THE "WALL" BUT CLOSE ENOUGH TO SEE WHAT IS HAPPENING.

1204-1210 THE 30 OR SO NEWSMEN WHO WERE ON THE PLANE, AND WHO PROCEEDED KDJ AND HIS ENTRANCE THROUGH THE EXIT HAMP (MANY WITH CAMERAS, WALKING BACKWARD) ARE TOLD BY SECURITY MEN WITHIN THE TERMINAL AREA TO GO DOWN THE ESCALATOR. SOME DO SO, OTHERS TRY TO REMAIN AND ARE FORCED WITH CONSIDERABLE VIOLENCE DOWN THE ESCALATOR. (SEE EMBOFF EYEWITNESS ACCOUNT BELOW).

1207-1217 THERE IS A SECOND CONFRONTATION BEFORE THE ELEVATOR BETWEEN KDJ AND AN IMMIGRATION OFFICIAL. KDJ INSISTS ON EXITING THROUGH REGULAR PASSENGER ARRIVAL AREA PROCEDURES, AND ON GOING HOME IN HIS OWN CAR. HE INSISTS ON TAKING HIS AMERICAN ESCORTS WITH HIM. THE OFFICIAL REFUSES. AFTER ABOUT 8-10 MINUTES, THE ROKG OFFICIAL GIVES AN ORDER TO SEPARATE KDJ AND HIS WIFE AND AIDES FROM THE TWO AMERICANS AND PLACE THEM IN THE ELEVATOR; THIS IS DONE.

1217 (KDJ ENTRANCE VERSION):

1217 KDJ IS PUSHED AND SHOVED BRUTALLY INTO THE ELEVATOR WITH HIS WIFE AND TWO AIDES. (COMMENT: KDJ LATER THAT DAY TELLS EMBOFF HE SUFFERED "NO PHYSICAL ABUSE", AS DOES HIS WIFE. WE HAVE A PICTURE OF KDJ IN THE ELEVATOR JUST BEFORE DOORS CLOSE; THERE ARE NO INDICATIONS OF VIOLENCE. END COMMENT).

1207-1217 (ROKG IMMIGRATION OFFICIAL VERSION):

1207-1217 SAME AS ABOVE, EXCEPT KDJ EMPLOYS VITUPERATIVE LANGUAGE. NO VIOLENCE, MINIMUM FORCE ONLY IS EMPLOYED TO GET KDJ INTO THE ELEVATOR. THE AMERICANS ARE "LIFTED" OVER THE WALL AND AWAY FROM KDJ BUT NO BLOWS ARE STRUCK.

1217 (ENTRANCE VERSION):

1217 CONGRESSMAN FGGLIETTA AND MR. WHITE ARE JERKED VIOLENTLY FROM KDJ, STRUCK AND KNOCKED AERIAL, CONGRESSMAN FGGLIETTA FALLING. MR. WHITE TOLD POLICEMEN THE AMERICANS "ATTACK AT LEAST ONE ATTEMPT TO LINK BACK UP WITH KDJ BEFORE ELEVATOR DOORS CLOSE, BUT ARE VIOLENTLY REPELLED.

1217 (ROKG VERSION):

1217 NO BLOWS ARE STRUCK AT AMERICANS AT ANY TIME. THEY ARE LIFTED, PULLED TO THE DEGREE NECESSARY TO SEPARATE THEM FROM KDJ AND GET THEM TO AND DOWN THE ESCALATOR.

1217 (EMBOFF QUINONEKS VERSION):

1217 THERE IS NO YELLING, FIRST IN KOREAN AND THEN IN ENGLISH. SOMEONE SHOUTS "OH, GOD, THEY'RE TAKING HIM AWAY....THEY'RE PUTTING HIM IN THE ELEVATOR!" A ROKG
SECURITY MAN YELLS DOWN ESCALATOR TO EMBASSY IN KOREAN
"WHERE ARE THE US CONGRESSMEN?" YOU HAVE THEM DON'T YOU?
EMBASSY RESPONDS IN KOREAN "NO, YOU HAVE THEM. LET ME GO
UP." THE SECURITY MAN YELLS BACK "YOU STAY THERE, I
WILL BRING THE CONGRESSMEN TO YOU. STAY THERE." ALL
THE WHILE THERE IS THE SOUND OF FEET MOVING QUICKLY,
VIOLENTLY. SOUNDS OF PEOPLE FIGHTING, GRUNTS AND YELLS
ARE AUDIBLE.

1217 EMBASSY AGAIN ASKS THE PROTOCOL OFFICER WHERE HE
SHOULD LEAD THE CONGRESSMEN AND IS TOLD TO PROCEED WITH
THEM UP THE OTHER ESCALATOR TO THE VIP LOUNGE. AT THIS
POINT CONGRESSMAN FOGLIETTA, SURROUNDED BY AT LEAST THREE SECURITY MEN, APPEARS AT THE TOP OF THE ESCALATOR AS ONE SECURITY MAN USES HIS HANDS AND ELBOWS TO PUSH HIS HEAD, THE OTHER TWO USE THEIR BODIES AND ARMS TO SHOVE HIM TOWARD THE ESCALATOR. HE IS YELLING "I WANT TO BE WITH THE OTHERS. WHERE ARE YOU TAKING ME?" HE FALLS VERY HARD INTO THE ESCALATOR AND EACH TIME HE ATTEMPTS TO RISE AND GO BACK UP HE IS SHOVED DOWN. EMOFF YELLS TO HIM "I AM FROM THE AMERICAN EMBASSY. PLEASE COME TO ME. I CANNOT GET TO YOU." HE RESPONDS "WHERE HAVE YOU BEEN?" EMOFF ASKS HIM TO URGENTLY FOLLOW HIM. HE MANAGES TO CLimb BACK UP THE ESCALATOR AND BEGINS SHOUTING "COME THIS WAY. THE AMERICAN EMBASSY GUY IS DOWN HERE." ROKG SECURITY MEN HIT HIM IN THE HEAD AND SHOULDERS NUMEROUS TIMES AS HE CALLS TO HIS COLLEAGUES. MR. WHITE IS THEN THROWN INTO THE ESCALATOR HEAD FIRST. AS CONGRESSMAN FOGLIETTA JONES EMKEFF AT THE BOTTOM AND WITH WHITE TRYING TO GET UP, MS. DERIAN IS LITERALLY THROWN INTO THE ESCALATOR AND THEN REPEATEDLY HIT ON THE BACK OF HER HEAD WITH OPEN HANDS AS SHE CALLS FOR CONGRESSMAN FEIGHAN TO FOLLOW. AS SHE DESCENDS THE ESCALATOR, FEIGHAN APPEARS AT THE TOP OF THE ESCALATOR. HE TRIES TO PROTECT HIS HEAD AS SECURITY MEN SLAP HIM ON THE BACK OF THE HEAD AND USE THEIR ELBOWS AND FISTS TO HIT HIS UPPER BODY. SECURITY MEN BRIEFLY BLOCK HIS ACCESS TO THE ESCALATOR AS THEY SWARM AROUND HIM. ONCE ON IT, THEY CONTINUE TO HIT HIM. AS HE DUCKS, A SECURITY MAN MOUNTS THE ESCALATOR AND WITH HIS FOOT, SHOES FEIGHAN FORWARD BUT HE STEADIES HIMSELF BY HOLDING THE RAILING.

COMMENT: THE PHYSICAL ABUSE VIEWED BY EMOFF WAS EXTENSIVE AND BY ANY MEASURE UNNECESSARY SINCE NONE OF THE FOUR INDIVIDUALS WERE RESISTING ANY MORE THAN WAS NECESSARY TO PROTECT THEIR HEADS AND TO PREVENT THEMSELVES FROM FALLING DOWN. THE AIRPORT PROTOCOL OFFICER HIMSELF WAS YELLING THAT SECURITY SHOULD LEAVE THEM ALONE. UNIFORMED POLICE CAME TO THE BASE OF THE ESCALATOR AND COMMENTED THAT THE TREATMENT WAS "BAD... TOO MUCH... THIS IS VERY SERIOUS... I AM EMBARRASSED.

FWD COMMENT.)

THE TWO CONGRESSMEN, WHITE AND DERIAN GATHER AROUND EMOFF AND BEGIN YELLING INSULTS AND ACCUSATIONS AT THE EMBASSY. STATE DEPARTMENT, AND EMOFF. EMFOFF ASKS THEM TO BE QUIET, INFORMS THEM THAT HE WILL LEAD THEM TO THE CAR WHICH WILL TAKE THEM TO KDJ'S HOUSE, AND TURNS TO GUIDE GROUP AS PREVIOUSLY DIRECTED THE ROKG PROTOCOL OFFICIAL. THE OFFICER POLITELY INFORMS EMOFF THAT ALL FOUR AMERICANS WILL HAVE TO GO THROUGH ROUTINE CUSTOMS. EMOFF GATHERS THE FOUR AMERICAN'S PASSPORTS, HANDS THEM TO THE UNIFORMED ROKG CUSTOMS OFFICIAL ASKING HIM TO PROCESS THEM QUICKLY AND TOLD THE GROUP TO QUIETLY FOLLOW. AS THEY APPROACH AN EXIT LEADING TO A GROUND FLOOR VIP LOUNGE, AN AIRPORT PROTOCOL OFFICER PHYSICALLY BLOCKS THE AMERICANS. EMOFF LOUDLY TELLS THE AIRPORT PROTOCOL OFFICER THAT HAVING BROKEN EVERY PROMISE MADE TO EMOFF, AND THE ROKG SECURITY HAVING PHYSICALLY
ABUSE THE AMERICANS, IT IS NOT IN THE INTEREST OF OUR TWO COUNTRIES TO HAVE KOREANS AND AMERICANS AGAIN FIGHTING IN FRONT OF PRESS CAMERAS. THE KOREAN OFFICIAL STANDS ASIDE AND THE GROUP FOLLOWS EMBOFF INTO A HALLWAY WHERE UNIFORMED POLICE AGAIN BLOCK THE WAY. EMBOFF ASKS THE GROUP TO WAIT AS HE AND THE PROTOCOL OFFICER GO UPSTAIRS TO GET PERMISSION FOR THEM TO LEAVE THE BUILDING. AN OFFICIAL IMMEDIATELY GIVES PERMISSION. EMBOFF RETURNS TO THE GROUP WHICH HAS NOW BEEN JOINED BY OTHER EMBOFFS.

1225 ALL FOUR AMERICANS ENTER THE MOFA CAR. THE DRIVER
IS TOLD TO GO DIRECTLY TO KDJ'S HOME.

1310 VEHICLE ARRIVES AT KDJ'S HOME BUT AMERICANS CANNOT GAIN ENTRY.

1315 CONGRESSMAN FOGLIETTA CALLS AMBASSADOR WALKER FROM A NEARBY GASOLINE STATION. AFTER SEVERAL CALLS TO SENIOR MOPA OFFICIALS, THE AMERICANS ARE ADMITTED TO KDJ'S HOME. (COMMENT: AS CAN BE SEEN FROM THE NEXT ENTRY, THE AMERICANS APPEAR TO HAVE BEATEN KDJ TO HIS HOME, A FACT WHICH NO DOUBT CONTRIBUTED TO THE DELAY IN ADMITTING THE AMERICANS.

ALSO, IN THE ARTICLE REFERRED TO ABOVE WRITTEN BY MR. SUNG, KDJ'S ASSOCIATE WHO WAS WITH KDJ ON THE JOURNEY FROM THE AIRPORT, THE POLICE VEHICLE FOLLOWED A ROUNDABOUT ROUTE—NO DOUBT TO AVOID CROWDS OF KDJ SUPPORTERS—AND IT TOOK AN HOUR TO GET KDJ TO HIS HOME. IF SO, THIS WOULD HAVE PLACED THE ARRIVAL AT ABOUT 1400.)

1218 (ROKG IMMIGRATION OFFICIAL VERSION):

1218 KDJ, HIS WIFE AND TWO STAFFERS EXIT THE ELEVATOR AT THE VIP ENTRANCE GROUND FLOOR AND ENTER A POLICE MINIVAN. KDJ IS AGAIN ASKED TO SURRENDER HIS PASSPORT BUT REFUSES. AN IMPASSE DEVELOPS BETWEEN THE ROKG IMMIGRATION OFFICIAL, WHO REFUSES TO ALLOW KDJ TO DEPART UNTIL HE HAS "PROCESSED PROPERLY THROUGH IMMIGRATION (I.E., YIELDED HIS PASSPORT)" AND THE SENIOR SECURITY OFFICER PRESENT WHO HAS ORDERS TO GET KDJ HOME AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE.

1300 THIS BUREAUCRATIC STANDOFF LASTS UNTIL RESORT TO HIGHER AUTHORITY GIVES VICTORY TO SECURITY OFFICER AND KDJ DEPARTS WITH HIS PASSPORT. (COMMENT: AS FAR AS WE KNOW, HE STILL HAS IT. END COMMENT.)

8. COMMENT: IT HAS BECOME CLEAR THAT THERE WERE FOUR DISTINCT EVENTS IN WHICH PHYSICAL FORCE/VIOLENCE WAS EMPLOYED, THREE INVOLVING THE KDJ-ENTOURAGE AND ONE THE PRESS WHICH PRECEDED KDJ OFF THE AIRCRAFT (KDJ WAS APPARENTLY HIMSELF INVOLVED IN ONLY ONE EVENT):


- B. THE FORCEFUL REMOVAL OF THOSE AMONG THE PRESS CONTINGENT WHO REFUSED TO GO DOWN THE ESCALATOR; THIS OCCURS OVER A PERIOD OF SEVERAL MINUTES WHILE THE FIRST VERBAL CONFRONTATION TAKES PLACE AT THE ELEVATOR BETWEEN KDJ AND IMMIGRATION OFFICIALS; AND WHILE THE PULPIT OF THE ENTOURAGE IS STILL UNDER FORCEFUL RESTRAINT WITHIN THE EXIT RAMP;

- C. THE PHYSICAL SEPARATION OF CONGRESSMAN FOGLIETTA AND MR. WHITE FROM KDJ AT THE ELEVATOR, THE SHOVELING OF KDJ INTO THE ELEVATOR, AND THE ATTEMPT BY SOME AMERICANS TO REJOIN KDJ;
D. The demonstration, during which all the entourage
were cleared from the exit ramp and the upstairs area and
forced onto the escalator. This was the only event
observed by an embassy (Quinones) who was at the foot of
the escalator, and he was able to see only part of what
was going on.

9. It would also appear that the degree of force
employed increased from the initial encounter within the
ramp, to the final clearing of the area of all press and
Americans.
10. As to when the decision was reached by the South Korea official in charge to employ forceful means, we do not know and may never have a definitive answer. This is critical to the issue who violated the prior arrangement and when (assuming the existence of a prior arrangement, as we do).

11. Leaders of the entourage maintain that the assault was pre-planned all along by the ROK, designed to intimidate KDJ and the Americans, if not worse. We certainly do not believe this was government policy, but cannot know what motivated the police official in charge at the airport.

12. The most likely possibility, in our view, is that the decision to employ forceful measures was made after it became clear that KDJ would not cooperate with the authorities. If we accept the account of the immigration official with whom we have twice reviewed these events in detail, KDJ clearly conveyed non-cooperation on the aircraft. Mr. Sung's account of the language KDJ employed also confirms this. (We can also assume the ROK officials fully expected such behavior from him.) Once having determined that KDJ would not cooperate, the police officer in charge might well have regarded any pre-planned arrangements as void and the remaining problem a purely tactical one: to get KDJ away from his entourage and home as quickly as possible. Alas, political considerations—not to mention plain common sense—were at that point lost to view, and push led to shove to blows.

13. This does not account for the decision to bar officers from planeside access, which was obviously taken some time before NW 191 landed. This remains a puzzle. There is some evidence that the presidential security guard commander, Chang Se Dong (veteran of Kwangu, Chun confidant, and now newly-appointed director of NSP) personally took charge at the airport at the last minute, but we are not certain. Our best guess is that he did, and that thereafter a mixture of Korean nationalism, bureaucratic assertiveness, police arrogance and plain stupidity were at work. Walker et
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